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Gippsland windsurfer Andrew Daff, with two GPS units fixed to his left arm, relaxes after a speed run at Sandy Point near Wilsons Promontory.
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Timing the fast and the curious
Sailors have helped refine GPS technology to find new ways to race each other across the globe. By Katie Cincotta.
PEED-BOARD, wetsuit and helmet?
Check. Arm-strapped
GPS? Check. SMS
alert for high winds?
Check. Desire to shoot over the
seas at up to 100km/h? Double
check.
There’s a new breed of daredevil in town — rare aquatic
thrill-seekers known as speed
sailors — high-tech windsurfers
who use the Doppler shift in the
GPS to track their speed, dis-

S

tance and path as they hurtle
across the water.
The speed-sailing community
is a tight-knit, eclectic bunch —
mostly middle-aged blokes who
are teachers, firemen and psychologists by day. They’re adventurers who’ve set their mid-life crisis
on course for the rush of a race
on the big wet.
Some of them are pushing
60, leaving the stereotype of the
lazy lawn bowler in their wake.
What they’re chasing is the

elusive 50 knots — 92.6km/h —
as they battle it out internationally against fellow water flyers
from countries including the
Netherlands, Croatia, Japan and
Finland.
Riding the wind at frightening
pace might sound like a frivolous
and risky way to pass a weekend
but these guys mean business.
Some of them are so intent on
going faster they’ve taken the
technology into their own hands.
Since the 1980s, when wind-

surfing was at its peak, speed
sailors have battled to nail down
their times using stopwatches,
infrared beams and video recorders.
Even with the emergence of
the portable GPS in mid-2000,
retired academic Dr Tom Chalko
says there was still no accurate
proof of speed.
‘‘Speeds derived from GPS
position tracking are inaccurate,
because each trackpoint [GPS
position] carries some error and

the recorded path is always a zigzag, longer than the actual path.
‘‘We needed to improve the
accuracy to the point that measurements became not just
believable but could be used for
something serious,’’ says the
engineer, who spent 20 years at
Melbourne University.
As an avid speed sailor himself, Dr Chalko was determined
to save the sport from oblivion.
‘‘When I announced my aims
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